Faction Changelog Document Version
1.5.1 Tournament Play Update
Conquest: The Last Argument of Kings is a living Wargame, with rules changing to the
better according to the design team’s directions and in tune with our community’s
voice. As such, rules are clarified to better convey their meaning and purpose. These
will be found under the FAQs section. You will notice that some of the FAQ questions
are removed from this document as time passes. That is either because rules have
changed to invalidate the question and/or response to it, or we have added
clarifications to rules in the actual rulebook as per your suggestions.
Of course, as a company with responsibility to all the peoples of Eä, we employ
beings of all Factions, including Ugr. We also use them as scapegoats for any errors
you may find in the rules, and herein we provide corrections according to the Arcane
Council of Factions. These will be found under the Errata section.
Also note that, while at times we post answers to questions online, this document is
always in effect first and above any answers for any Tournaments or Matched play
sessions. This document will be reviewed and changed accordingly at certain
intervals; however, not all questions will be entered as they are not encountered
often enough to warrant the “Frequently” part of the document.
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Hundred Kingdoms Changelog
Dynastic Alliances mentions specifically that the second Warlord does not get the
Turn the Tide Draw Event.
Add Mastery
“Knightly Entourage (Tactical Mastery) (Noble Lord only) 15pts
A Noble Lord Character Stand with this Mastery may include Mounted Squires in their
Warband as a Mainstay choice. However, they can only include a maximum of two
Mounted Squires in total in their Warband.”
Chapter Mage goes to 50pts
- School of Fire now costs 50pts
- Protective Glyphs now change ranges of “Self” to 8”.
Theist Priest is now Priest (4)
Death Cult, change text to
“A Stand with the Devout Special Rule in a Regiment this Character Stand is attached
to gains the Aura of Death 1 Special Rule.”

Dweghom Changelog
Elemental Puissance, add that this Ability is always Active.
Mountain Stands Supremacy Ability, wording streamlined.
Add Mastery
“Hellbringer Sorcerer (Arcane Mastery) (Tempered Sorcerer only, must have
selected spells from the School of Fire only) 10pts
The Character Stand gains the Rider Special Rule and must choose to ride a
Hellbringer Drake in their Warband. Furthermore, the Hellbringer Drake this
Tempered Sorcerer is riding, now treats its Overcharge Special Rule as a Draw Event
instead.
Furthermore, this Character Stand may draw Line of Sight using the Hellbringer
Drake's size instead of their own.”
Roots of Stone is now (Scaling)
Tempered Goad effect now specifically mentions it remains until end of Round
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Gifted in Fire, change text to
“The Character Stand gains +1 Evasion, Furthermore, all other Stands in the
Regiment, the Character Stand is attached to, gain the Aura of Death (+1) Special
Rule, if they already have that Special Rule (to a maximum of 2).”
Memory of Breath, change text to
“All other Stands in a Regiment joined by a Character with this Relic gain the Aura of
Death (+1) Special Rule.”

Nords Changelog
Konungyr is now 100pts
- Dragon Aspect is now 20pts
Ice Jotnar goes to 240pts
Mountain Jotnar goes to 180pts

Spires Changelog
Legacies of the Ark, remove last sentence

Old Dominion Changelog
Animate Vessel: last paragraph, change to:
“However, Regiments containing Stands with the Special Rule may still be Broken and
Shattered as normal, as their formation collapses, and soldiers are cut down.”
Empowerment: third paragraph, first sentence, change to:
“The more Dark Power Tokens an Empowerment Pool has, the greater the
Empowerment Tier of that Pool and the stronger the Regiments and Character
Stands affected by it become.”
Fallen Pantheon Tier 3: second paragraph, last sentence, change to:
“When any other friendly Regiment completes its Activation within 14” of the Fallen
Divinity, that Regiment suffers 4 Wounds.”
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Supremacy Abilities, Strategos, Glimmers of a Golden Age: second paragraph, last
sentence, change to:
“This active Supremacy only provides affected Regiments with the Flawless Drills
Special Rule provided there are enough Tokens in the Dark Power Empowerment Pool
to be Tier III.”
Characters and Character Upgrades: third paragraph, third sentence, change to:
“Finally, Character Stands with the Wizard X or Priest X Special Rule may not
purchase Upgrades from the Armor category.”
Dark Blessings, Tactical, Eternal Discipline, change to:
“The Character Stand and all Stands in the Regiment they are attached to gain the
Untouchable Special Rule.”
Dark Blessings, Tactical, Porphyrogenitus, change to:
“All Stands in the Regiment this Character Stand is currently attached to gain the
Bodyguards Special Rule.”
Dark Blessings, Combat, Implacable, change to:
“This Character Stand may spend an Action for all Stands in the Regiment it has
currently join to gain the Linebreaker (+1) Special Rule until the end of its next
Activation.”
Regiments, Profane Sepulcher, Unhallowed Ground, add final sentence:
“This effect can only allow a Regiment to count as Tier IV if your Warlord is a
Strategos or a Xhiliarch that is on the Battlefield.”
Fixed an issue regarding the purchasing of Command Upgrades
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